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研究成果の概要（和文）：当初計画にほぼ対応したJ会合体の二次元分布計測技術を確立し、最終的にこれを原
子間力顕微鏡と組み合わせて薄膜中のグレインのどの部分にJ会合体が形成されているか評価できるシステムを
完成し、これまでの7例に加え新たに5種計12種の色素化合物薄膜中にJ会合体が部分的に生成している事を確認
した。また単結晶構造解析結果とも総合して分子の内在的因子と配向膜などの外在的因子の両方がJ会合体形成
に影響すると結論できた。

研究成果の概要（英文）：A system has been developed here to measure the 2D distribution of the 
J-aggregates grown locally in the thin films of dye molecules. it clarified that local J-aggregates 
are grown in the films of 12 dye compounds. Furthermore, we have reached the following conclusion 
from the observations together with the results of crystal structures we determined :there are 
intrinsic and extrinsic effects in the growth of the J-aggregates. The interaction between dye 
molecules should account for the former and the environment from the substrate surface including 
PTFE alignment layer should account for the latter.    

研究分野： 物理化学

キーワード： J会合体　ポリテトラフルオロエチレン　配向　光学顕微鏡　色素
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研究成果の学術的意義や社会的意義
本研究は薄膜の成長条件などの工夫によって従来認識されているよりも広い範囲の分子性物質からJ会合体を作
れる可能性を探究する一過程である。J会合体は発光や非線形光学特性など特異な機能を有することから、光デ
バイスや光電子デバイスの発展に寄与しる可能性があり、本研究も材料やプロセスの選択肢を増やす観点で貢献
する可能性を秘めていると考えている。まだその確実な目処があるとは言えないが、部分的に成長しているj会
合体を増やす方策があれば展開が見込める。その可能性を探る上で、今回分布を計測できるシステムを完成でき
たことは意義があったと考える。

※科研費による研究は、研究者の自覚と責任において実施するものです。そのため、研究の実施や研究成果の公表等に
ついては、国の要請等に基づくものではなく、その研究成果に関する見解や責任は、研究者個人に帰属されます。
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!  An typical early stage of atomic 
groove epitaxy demonstrated by 

an MD simulation  
We have clarified that the oriented growth of linear molecules on aligned poly(tetrafluoroethylene)�PTFE�layers1  
is induced by the negatively charged tiny atomic grooves between adjacent PTFE chains and that highly 
oriented J-aggregates often can be obtained partially in the deposited films. The purpose of this presentation is 
to show the unique orientating mechanism together with the J-aggregates. �

�Atomic Groove Epitaxy� 
demonstrated by the Correlation  

With Model Calculations 

Oriented J-aggregates 

The first author has been fascinated by the oriented growth on the 
aligned PTFE layers1 for a long time exceeding 25 years because 
of the following three remarkable features:  
1)  a variety of the materials oriented; 
2)  cases of an extreme degree of uniaxial order (>0.9)2,9; 
3)  oriented J-aggregates obtained frequently.3-7  
Atomic groove epitaxy is responsible for 2) and contribute much  
to  1) and 3); the grooves  trap  linear molecules 
, thus becoming critical nuclei before their further crystallization.  

Remarkable variety of the materials oriented 

3

 linear mol.

 small mol.

polysilane
[Frey, 1993]

 nanocomposite

[Lu, 1997]

[Damman,1995] [Valee, 2000]

[Gill,et al 1991]

[Brinkmann,2012]

[Bunk,. 2003] 

 macromol.

polyfluorene
[Brinkmann,2009]

[Westerlund, Langmuir 2013] 

 discotic mol.  Au nanoparticles

+CdSe [Roiban,2012]

[Inagaki, 2011]

 CNT

[Fenwick,1995]

!  The model is feasible to 
simulate the effect of 
slight tail modifications 

Preparation of aligned PTFE layers 

!  “Graphoepitaxy” does not take place and 
“atomic groove epitaxy ” does! 

!  The Realistic helix model having atomic grooves can predict them. 

ER�FT�

!  Partial J Formation and its substrate effect  

-Typical MD Procedure-  
    
 PTFE carbon atom: fixed 
 force parameter: Pcff 
 temperature: 300K 
 time step : 1 fs 
no boundary condition at the edge 
25�125 runs for each molecule 
( 5 different initial positions x 5) 

!  Local J Formation of this bisazo derivative 
is now also demonstrated on P2-��. 

(Figures 3a and 3b) whereas either the helix loss (Figures 4c and
4d) or the charge reduction resulted in significantly lower Sth
values (Figures 3a and 3b); the helix of PTFE is well ascertained
in FT PTFE.30,31 Each linear molecule orients nearly parallel to the
PTFE chains that are stabilized normally with a resulting helix;
they are trapped on the negatively charged grooves (Figure 1c) as
shown in Figures 4a and 4b: Sin values increased and approached a
high level with some fluctuation (Figure 4c). In contrast, with the
intentionally stabilized model with no helix (Figure 1b), it does
not orient to the PTFE chains, and Sin fluctuation is so wide that
a constant level was not easily found (Figure 4d). Furthermore,
the intentional reduction in the charge of PTFE atoms (F and C)
induces a significant decrease in Sth (Figures 3a and 3b, ¡ = 0.5)
and the charge deletion (¡ = 0) amplifies the decrease (Figures 3a
and 3b, ¡ = 0): ¡ is defined as

¡ ¼ ¤=¤0 ð5Þ

where ¤0 and ¤ are the charge of PTFE according to pcff parameters
and that utilized in models, respectively. Hence, the grooves with
charge are crucial for a successful simulation; this demonstrates
that the charged grooves facilitate the extreme orientation.

The potential energies in the models reveal that the atomic
groove effect is provided by both van der Waals and Coulombic
forces. The total instant potential energy, V, is defined for each step
and it consists of the following parts:

V ¼ Vaa þ Vbb þ U ð6Þ

where Vaa, Vbb, and U are the potential energy between the atoms of
a linear molecule, the potential energy between the atoms of PTFE,
and the potential energy between the atoms of a linear molecule
and those of PTFE, respectively. U consists of the following two
parts:

U ¼ UW þ UC ð7Þ

where UW and UC are the van der Waals and Coulombic potentials,
respectively. The mean value of U, UW, or UC can then be
calculated for the average of their instant values for the highly
oriented snapshots of 0.95 ¼ S ¼ 1 and the lower oriented snap-
shots of S < 0.95 as follows.

hUiH ¼ hUi0:955S51 ð8Þ

hUiL ¼ hUi0:95>S ð9Þ

hUWiH ¼ hUWi0:955S51 ð10Þ

hUWiL ¼ hUWi0:95>S ð11Þ

hUCiH ¼ hUCi0:955S51 ð12Þ

hUCiL ¼ hUCi0:95>S ð13Þ

Hence, the orienting potential ¦©UªHL, the change in the
potential energy from S < 0.95 to 0.95 ¼ S ¼ 1, consists of the
following two parts:

!hUiHL ¼ hUiH % hUiL ¼ !hUWiHL þ!hUCiHL ð14Þ

where ¦©UWªHL = ©UWªH ¹ ©UWªL and ¦©UCªHL = ©UCªH ¹
©UCªL. On the normal model with charged grooves, both 1 and
2 give a ©¦UªHL of ¹11.1 kJmol¹1, while their ¦©UWªHL and
¦©UCªHL are nearly 2/3 and 1/3 of that, respectively (Table 1).

Furthermore, ¦©UªHL shows that both the groove shape and its
negative charge significantly contribute to the high Sex values.
From ¡ = 1 to ¡ = 0, ©¦UªHL negative values decreased by
nearly 40% (Table 1); ¦©UCªHL becomes zero on ¡ = 0 whereas
¦©UWªHL does not change much. Coulombic forces do not act on
the PTFE atoms that are uncharged, and UC should always be zero
at those atoms: ©UCªH, ©UCªL, and ¦©UCªHL are zero on ¡ = 0.
Hence, the contribution of ¦©UCªHL exactly accounts for the high
Sth values over 0.9; this also demonstrates that the extreme Sex is
also induced by the negative charge. Without the helix, the models
also show smaller ¦©UWªHL, ¦©UCªHL, and ¦©UªHL negative
values, which are also consistent with low Sth values under 0.3.

The negative fluorine charge should enhance the atomic groove
effect via a strong electrostatic repulsion from the aromatic carbon
atoms. The repulsion is significant on groove ridges with tight
contact; it is relaxed on groove middles (Figure 1c). There is
also some attraction between positive aromatic H and F atoms;
therefore, the overall repulsion and attraction would minimize
©UCªH values. We therefore have concluded that the remarkable
orientational degrees of the two linear molecules on PTFE stems
from its fluorine atoms, which generate the charged atomic grooves.

Hence the charge effect hardly takes place on the surface of
other aligned polymers. MD simulations demonstrated that an
aligned polyimide monolayer has the orientating ability for liquid
crystal molecules.32,33 Although the monolayer shows the atomic
grooves on which the LC molecules are oriented,33 the grooves are
not as charged as those of PTFE. We presume that the difference in
groove charge is the reason why a remarkable Sex value exceeding
0.95 has never been reported for polyimide.

Furthermore, the charged grooves possibly account for the
remarkably wide range of materials. Some scientists might argue

Figure 4. Typical MD simulations of a molecule 2 on the model
PTFE surface consisting of eight C32F66: a) top view after 324 ps;
b) top view after 1548 ps; c) time-variation of Sin during the MD
simulation for a 2 on the aligned PTFE with the helix of each
oligomer; d) time-variation of Sin during the MD simulation for a 2 on
the aligned PTFE without a helix.
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!  Negatively charged atomic grooves trap 
and align molecules  

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) is Unique for Orienting Molecules
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A physical insight regarding poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE)
is revealed herein. The driving force for the oriented growth of
materials on aligned PTFE is investigated. The growth has been
reported in numerous publications for a wide range of deposited
materials on aligned PTFE layers since its discovery in 1991
because it is a promising method for preparing ordered molecular
films. MD model simulations demonstrate herein that the shallow
charged atomic grooves between adjacent PTFE chains trap typical
two linear molecules, thus explaining the remarkable degrees of
uniaxial orientation in their deposited thin films on the layers.
Charge modifications to the model demonstrate for the first time
that the negative charge of its fluorine atoms is crucial for the
remarkable degrees. Hence, such an orientation is only possible
with PTFE.

Keywords: Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) | Oriented growth |
Molecular dynamics (MD)

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) is regarded as the king of
specialty plastic since its accidental discovery in 1938 by
Plunkett.1 Currently, approximately 105 tons of PTFE is produced
every year.2 Although this amount does account not for 1% of
whole synthetic plastic, PTFE plays an irreplaceable role in
various applications ranging from non-stick frying pans for
kitchens to the chamber lining for corrosive uranium hexafluo-
ride.2 Without PTFE, two atomic bombs would not have exploded
in Japan. The outstanding character of PTFE is attributable to its
robust CF bonds, which render PTFE extremely inert.3

The first author was specifically interested by a letter4 and we
have been keeping this first interest for over two decades. The
oriented growth on PTFE was reported there and it is a promising
method for preparing ordered molecular films; highly aligned PTFE
thin layers are prepared by friction-transfer (FT) (or a rubbing
procedure found later by us),5 and the materials are merely
deposited on the layers. Furthermore, linear molecules such as 1
(Figure 1) can be oriented so highly that dichroic ratios (D) of its
deposited films reach 130.5 To date, approximately 200 articles
have been published on the oriented growth, disclosing the orien-
tation of a remarkably wide range ofmaterials (smallmolecules,4,6,7

linear molecules,4,5,813 discotic molecules,1418 macromole-
cules,4,1923 motor protein,23 inorganic crystals,4 nanoparticles,24

nanotubes,25 and nanocomposites26). For applying their thin films
to molecular devices, such orientation is needed to enhance their
functions such as carrier mobility13,2729 and nonlinear optical
properties.7,12 Moreover, an intrinsic query has been nourishing our
interest for so long. It remains unknown why this remarkable
orientation takes place on extremely inert PTFE layers, e.g., non-
sticking and poor wetting materials. An interesting question is:
what happens between the orienting molecules and inert PTFE?

Linear molecules orient along the atomic grooves between
adjacent PTFE chains. We demonstrated previously through an MD
simulation that the atomic grooves align some linear molecules
including 1 (Figure 1) by trapping them along the grooves.11

The direction of linear molecules should be thus oriented in their
early nuclei on which the growth further takes place somewhat
epitaxially. Such grooves are shown in Figures 1a1c. However,
it has been an open question whether the strong negative charge
of F also contributes to trapping on the grooves or not. We report
herein such a contribution for the first time.

If this atomic groove effect is correct, another typical linear
molecule such as 2 (Figure 1) will also exhibit an extreme uniaxial

Figure 1. Models for MD simulations for a linear molecule 1 or 2:
a) normal model showing the atomic grooves due to the helix of each
C32F66 chain and trapped 2 along one of the grooves; b) intensional
model without a helix does not show the grooves; c) zoomed-in side
view (through x-axis) for the normal model with a trapped benzene
molecule as a schematic representation for a phenylene moiety in the
linear molecule.
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realistic helix model 
with a molecule�

orientation on aligned PTFE layers; the ethyne moiety does not
bend, but the azo moiety does bend slightly.

Molecules of 2 oriented along the PTFE chains. Polarized IR
absorption spectra revealed that 2 molecules are highly oriented
in their deposited film with their long axes parallel to the PTFE
chains: experimental procedures are shown in Supporting Infor-
mation (SI). They exhibited strong polarization dependence;
typical spectra are shown in Figure 2. The peaks at 2200 and
1530 cm¹1 are attributed to ethynes and p-phenylenes, respectively.
The latter is also parallel to the axis; some local aromatic CC
vibrations along the molecular long axis should couple to form
the p-phenylene vibration parallel to the axis. The absorption
was maximized with the light polarization exactly parallel to the
rubbing direction for PTFE alignment, thereby showing the
average direction of the long axes to be parallel to the PTFE chains.

The orientational order of molecules can be estimated from
the polarization dependence at an absorption peak: the dichroic
ratio, D, of the films should be

D ¼ A1=A2 ð1Þ

where A1 and A2 are the absorbances at a peak with the light
polarization parallel and perpendicular to the PTFE chain direction
aligned, respectively. The orientational order, Sex, of the molecules
can be estimated as

Sex ¼ ðD$ 1Þ=ðDþ 2Þ ð2Þ

therefore reaching 0.95 for 2 from D of 55 at 1530 cm¹1.
Figures 3a and 3b (see ¡ = 1) show two Sex values, this one and
that for 1 in a previous study.5

Molecular mechanics (MM) and MD simulations were done
with a Discover program (Accerlys Inc.) using a pcff potential
parameter set: its charge values are shown in SI (Table S1). First,
the conformation of a C32F66 molecule was stabilized by the MM
calculation, resulting in a helical structure of nearly 60/29. Eight
stabilized C32F66 molecules were arranged parallel to one direction
(x-axis) on a plane (xy-plane) with an interchain distance of
0.54 nm between each adjacent molecule, forming a rectangular
plane as shown in Figure 1a. The local CCC plane from the 30th
to the 32th carbon atom of each chain is normal to xy-plane. The
distance used approximates the values (from 0.52 to 0.57 nm) that
were reported for the IVor II phase of the PTFE crystal by AFM30

or X-ray diffraction. A linear molecule (1 or 2) was then placed

at the center of the plane. Five initial cases were evaluated: a
molecular direction, which is defined as the line between the two
atoms designated by the black closed circles in the scheme (1 or 2)
in Figure 1, adopted 0, π/8, π/4, 3π/8, or π/2 rad to x-axis and an
averaged phenyl ring plane is parallel to the xy-plane with a z-
height of 0.58 nm as shown in Figure 1a for the 0 rad case. In
addition, another PTFE model was used without the first MM
minimization, thereby being an unwound artificial conformer
(zigzag, 2/1 helix) of C32F66. The dihedral plane of CCC was
fixed vertically to the PTFE plane, thus not demonstrating
significant atomic grooves as shown in Figure 1b. In some cases,
the atomic charge of PTFE was modified as shown later.

MD calculations were carried out for each molecule at 300K
(Andersen thermostat) for 2000 ps at a time step of 1 fs with no
boundary condition at the edge of the PTFE plane, and the data
were recorded every 1 ps. The initial velocity of each atom was
given by random number generation for each run except for
the carbons of PTFE. The carbon atoms of PTFE were fixed
throughout the calculations to maintain the surface. The molecules
stayed on the PTFE plane from beginning to end; they did not fly
away or move to the backside of the plane. When calculating any
©Uª values, we excluded the shots where any (x, y) values of the
atoms of the linear molecule deviated from the projected plane of
all PTFE atoms.

The procedures ofMD simulations are shown in the SI and the
simulated orientational order Sth was calculated: the instant orien-
tational order, Sin, in the model is defined for each recorded step as

Sin ¼ 1=2ð3 cos2 ª $ 1Þ ð3Þ

where ª is the angle between the PTFE chain direction (x-axis) and
the molecular direction. The orientational order, Sth, can then be
estimated as the average of Sin for the last quarter (15002000 ps)
of five calculations with the different initial directions of each
molecule.

Sth ¼ 1=2h3 cos2 ª $ 1i ð4Þ

MD simulations demonstrated that the atomic grooves with
their fluorine negative charge account for the extreme orientation
of linear molecules. Typical Sin values are shown in Figure 4 for 2,
and Sth values are plotted in Figure 3. Only the normal model with
the grooves and charge gave realistic high Sth values around 0.9

Figure 2. Polarized IR absorption spectra of the oriented film of 2:
a) light polarization is parallel to the aligned PTFE chains; b) light
polarization is perpendicular to them.

Figure 3. The dependence of Sex on ¡: a) molecule 2 on the helix
model and its Sex; b) molecule 1 on the helix model and its Sex;
c) molecule 2 on the no helix model; d) molecule 1 on the no helix
model.
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artificial no helix model�

a cross section of the helix model  �
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A physical insight regarding poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE)
is revealed herein. The driving force for the oriented growth of
materials on aligned PTFE is investigated. The growth has been
reported in numerous publications for a wide range of deposited
materials on aligned PTFE layers since its discovery in 1991
because it is a promising method for preparing ordered molecular
films. MD model simulations demonstrate herein that the shallow
charged atomic grooves between adjacent PTFE chains trap typical
two linear molecules, thus explaining the remarkable degrees of
uniaxial orientation in their deposited thin films on the layers.
Charge modifications to the model demonstrate for the first time
that the negative charge of its fluorine atoms is crucial for the
remarkable degrees. Hence, such an orientation is only possible
with PTFE.

Keywords: Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) | Oriented growth |
Molecular dynamics (MD)

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) is regarded as the king of
specialty plastic since its accidental discovery in 1938 by
Plunkett.1 Currently, approximately 105 tons of PTFE is produced
every year.2 Although this amount does account not for 1% of
whole synthetic plastic, PTFE plays an irreplaceable role in
various applications ranging from non-stick frying pans for
kitchens to the chamber lining for corrosive uranium hexafluo-
ride.2 Without PTFE, two atomic bombs would not have exploded
in Japan. The outstanding character of PTFE is attributable to its
robust CF bonds, which render PTFE extremely inert.3

The first author was specifically interested by a letter4 and we
have been keeping this first interest for over two decades. The
oriented growth on PTFE was reported there and it is a promising
method for preparing ordered molecular films; highly aligned PTFE
thin layers are prepared by friction-transfer (FT) (or a rubbing
procedure found later by us),5 and the materials are merely
deposited on the layers. Furthermore, linear molecules such as 1
(Figure 1) can be oriented so highly that dichroic ratios (D) of its
deposited films reach 130.5 To date, approximately 200 articles
have been published on the oriented growth, disclosing the orien-
tation of a remarkably wide range ofmaterials (smallmolecules,4,6,7

linear molecules,4,5,813 discotic molecules,1418 macromole-
cules,4,1923 motor protein,23 inorganic crystals,4 nanoparticles,24

nanotubes,25 and nanocomposites26). For applying their thin films
to molecular devices, such orientation is needed to enhance their
functions such as carrier mobility13,2729 and nonlinear optical
properties.7,12 Moreover, an intrinsic query has been nourishing our
interest for so long. It remains unknown why this remarkable
orientation takes place on extremely inert PTFE layers, e.g., non-
sticking and poor wetting materials. An interesting question is:
what happens between the orienting molecules and inert PTFE?

Linear molecules orient along the atomic grooves between
adjacent PTFE chains. We demonstrated previously through an MD
simulation that the atomic grooves align some linear molecules
including 1 (Figure 1) by trapping them along the grooves.11

The direction of linear molecules should be thus oriented in their
early nuclei on which the growth further takes place somewhat
epitaxially. Such grooves are shown in Figures 1a1c. However,
it has been an open question whether the strong negative charge
of F also contributes to trapping on the grooves or not. We report
herein such a contribution for the first time.

If this atomic groove effect is correct, another typical linear
molecule such as 2 (Figure 1) will also exhibit an extreme uniaxial

Figure 1. Models for MD simulations for a linear molecule 1 or 2:
a) normal model showing the atomic grooves due to the helix of each
C32F66 chain and trapped 2 along one of the grooves; b) intensional
model without a helix does not show the grooves; c) zoomed-in side
view (through x-axis) for the normal model with a trapped benzene
molecule as a schematic representation for a phenylene moiety in the
linear molecule.
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ABSTRACT: Highly oriented J-aggregates of a nitroazo dye were
obtained in solid thin films on aligned poly(tetrafluoroethylene) surfaces.
During film deposition on a friction-transferred poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
layer, a sharp peak grew in the polarized absorption spectra around 613
nm, which was red-shifted 117 nm from the peak in dilute
dichloromethane solution. The peak showed remarkable optical
anisotropy: dichroic ratios D of up to 22 were observed, and the
intrinsic D value should substantially exceed this value. These results
indicate that the peak is attributable to highly oriented J-aggregates. On
glass, however, H-like aggregates grew, exhibiting an absorption peak at
410 nm. Hence, the substrate surface induced the remarkable chromism
observed as a 203 nm red shift.

1. INTRODUCTION
Highly oriented J-aggregates are fascinating materials because of
their scientific significance and possible applications. The
physics of J-aggregates can be explained by Bose condensation,
a remarkable demonstration of quantum physics. The
condensation of excitons provides a resonance model that is
widely accepted to account for the peculiar physical properties
of J-aggregates.1 The resonance also plays a photosensitizing
role in photosynthesis.2,3 Because of the peculiar low
dimensionality of J-aggregates, macroscopic orientation enhan-
ces their properties in a certain direction, thereby enabling the
elucidation of their intrinsic functions. Such directional
enhancement makes the orientation of J-aggregates quite
favorable in device applications such as nonlinear optics,4−7

lasers,8−11 and semiconducting devices including organic field-
effect transistors.12,13

Oriented growth on aligned poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
(PTFE) layers is a promising process for obtaining highly
oriented J-aggregates. Since the seminal work of Witttmann and
Smith,14 this process has been used to orient a wide variety of
materials, including organic molecules,15−23 polymers,14,24−31

liquid crystals,32−38 inorganic crystals,14 carbon nanotubes,39

metal nanoparticles,40,41 and nanocomposites.42 Furthermore,
we found that growth on aligned PTFE can also be used to
prepare highly oriented J-aggregates of a bisazomethine
dye.43−45 Although the aggregates are partly grown in films,

their dichroic ratio (D) exceeds the value of 20 reported for a
monolayer of cyanine J-aggregates ordered on a gypsum crystal
surface.46 On friction-transferred (FT) PTFE layers modified
with further PTFE deposition and rubbing, D reaches a
remarkably high value of 44.44 Highly oriented J-aggregates are
uncommon, and to the best of our knowledge, D values of
greater of 20 have not been reported except in the two
examples mentioned above. D values of less than 10 have been
reported for other alignment methods, such as vertical spin
coating,47 electrospinning,48 anisotropic evaporation of sol-
ution,49 application of magnetic fields,50,51 use of Langmuir−
Blodgett (LB) films,52 adsorption on a single-crystal surface,53

and laser microfixation.54 Two other bisazomethine derivatives
also provide oriented J-aggregates on aligned PTFE layers, but
their D values do not exceed 20.45

We report here highly oriented J-aggregates of monoazo dye
1 (Figure 1) in films deposited on aligned PTFE layers. These
J-aggregates grew during film deposition and showed
remarkable D values of up to 22. We reported that 1 undergoes
oriented growth on aligned FT PTFE layers and that the
oriented dye film shows a large bathochromic shift of over 100
nm for an absorption peak compared to the spectrum of 1 in
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研究計画・方法 
本欄には、研究目的を達成するための具体的な研究計画・方法について、冒頭にその概要を簡潔にまとめて記述した上で、平成
２９年度の計画と平成３０年度以降の計画に分けて、適宜文献を引用しつつ、焦点を絞り、具体的かつ明確に記述してください。
ここでは、研究が当初計画どおりに進まない時の対応など、多方面からの検討状況について述べるとともに、研究計画を遂行する
ための研究体制について、研究分担者とともに行う研究計画である場合は、研究代表者、研究分担者の具体的な役割（図表を用い
る等）、学術的観点からの研究組織の必要性・妥当性及び研究目的との関連性についても述べてください。 
また、研究体制の全体像を明らかにするため、連携研究者及び研究協力者（海外共同研究者、科研費への応募資格を有しない企
業の研究者、その他技術者や知財専門家等の研究支援を行う者、大学院生等（氏名、員数を記入することも可））の役割について
も記述してください。 
なお、研究期間の途中で異動や退職等により研究環境が大きく変わる場合は、研究実施場所の確保や研究実施方法等についても
記述してください。 
研 究 計 画 ・ 方 法（概要）※ 研究目的を達成するための研究計画・方法について、簡潔にまとめて記述してください。 
 線形分子を配向 PTFE 薄膜上に堆積し、成長過程の微小な結晶粒中でのＪ会合体形成を波長バン
ドパスフィルターを備えた最高倍率の偏光顕微鏡によって観察し、Ｊ会合体が PTFE との界面に局
所的に形成されることを立証する。一方分子動力学シミュレーションによって一個の線形分子と
配向した PTFE 薄膜の相互作用を解析し、PTFE の原子溝での捕捉による配向の効果の大きさを予測
する。それらの結果を総合してPTFE表面の原子溝がJ会合体形成の起源であることを明確にする。
その上で、同シミュレーションによってさらに有望な分子を探索することを試み、それらの光電
子物性を評価する。 

① 平成２９年度  
1-1） J 会合体の面内分布測定技術の確立 
 本年ある光学顕微鏡メーカーの協力に
よる予備実験によって、配向 PTFE 表面で
成長する径１ミクロン程度の結晶粒内の J
会合体の面内分布が観察可能であること
が明らかになっている。このシステムは光
学顕微鏡としては最高倍率に近い千倍で
シングルニコルの偏光子を装備し、これを
配向による強い偏光吸収を示す薄膜の偏
光吸収方向に合わせると共に、J会合体特
有のシャープな吸収スペクトルのピーク
波長に一致した鋭いバンドパス特性を有
する干渉フィルターを併用している[図
4]。申請者の機関が保有する顕微鏡をこの
技術が適用できる仕様に改良する。具体的
にはまずカバーグラスなしの観察に焦点
を最適化された仕様の最高級の高倍率用
対物レンズを導入し最良の状態に顕微鏡
を調整する。その上で J会合体に最適な干
渉フィルターを慎重に選定し導入する。J
会合体の吸収波長は分子によって微妙に
異なるので、それに合わせて少なくとも２種の干渉フィルターと対照として J 会合体を生じてい
ない分子の分布を与えるフィルター（干渉ないしローパスフィルター）を選定する。またクロス
ニコル観察および分子間力顕微鏡観察を併用して結晶粒の位相差像や立体形状も同時に把握し比
較する方法を標準化する。 
1-2） 分子動力学シミュレーション[研究業績 2、図 3] 
 すでに PTFE 上で J会合体を形成する事が判明している分子から３種を選び、それらと末端基の
異なる類似分子のシミュレーションを行い、既に実施済みの実験の J 会合体生成結果ならびに配
向度と比較することで原子溝が配向を誘起する作用と J 会合体形成の相関を検討する。なお末端
基が J会合体の生成および配向度に大きく影響する事は既に判明している。 
1-3） 線形分子化合物の合成 
 上記３種およびその類似分子を合成し使用する。３種のうちストックが無くなったものは優先
的に合成する。 

図 4. J 会合体の面内分布測定装置の概要 
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A physical insight regarding poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE)
is revealed herein. The driving force for the oriented growth of
materials on aligned PTFE is investigated. The growth has been
reported in numerous publications for a wide range of deposited
materials on aligned PTFE layers since its discovery in 1991
because it is a promising method for preparing ordered molecular
films. MD model simulations demonstrate herein that the shallow
charged atomic grooves between adjacent PTFE chains trap typical
two linear molecules, thus explaining the remarkable degrees of
uniaxial orientation in their deposited thin films on the layers.
Charge modifications to the model demonstrate for the first time
that the negative charge of its fluorine atoms is crucial for the
remarkable degrees. Hence, such an orientation is only possible
with PTFE.

Keywords: Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) | Oriented growth |
Molecular dynamics (MD)

Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) is regarded as the king of
specialty plastic since its accidental discovery in 1938 by
Plunkett.1 Currently, approximately 105 tons of PTFE is produced
every year.2 Although this amount does account not for 1% of
whole synthetic plastic, PTFE plays an irreplaceable role in
various applications ranging from non-stick frying pans for
kitchens to the chamber lining for corrosive uranium hexafluo-
ride.2 Without PTFE, two atomic bombs would not have exploded
in Japan. The outstanding character of PTFE is attributable to its
robust CF bonds, which render PTFE extremely inert.3

The first author was specifically interested by a letter4 and we
have been keeping this first interest for over two decades. The
oriented growth on PTFE was reported there and it is a promising
method for preparing ordered molecular films; highly aligned PTFE
thin layers are prepared by friction-transfer (FT) (or a rubbing
procedure found later by us),5 and the materials are merely
deposited on the layers. Furthermore, linear molecules such as 1
(Figure 1) can be oriented so highly that dichroic ratios (D) of its
deposited films reach 130.5 To date, approximately 200 articles
have been published on the oriented growth, disclosing the orien-
tation of a remarkably wide range ofmaterials (smallmolecules,4,6,7

linear molecules,4,5,813 discotic molecules,1418 macromole-
cules,4,1923 motor protein,23 inorganic crystals,4 nanoparticles,24

nanotubes,25 and nanocomposites26). For applying their thin films
to molecular devices, such orientation is needed to enhance their
functions such as carrier mobility13,2729 and nonlinear optical
properties.7,12 Moreover, an intrinsic query has been nourishing our
interest for so long. It remains unknown why this remarkable
orientation takes place on extremely inert PTFE layers, e.g., non-
sticking and poor wetting materials. An interesting question is:
what happens between the orienting molecules and inert PTFE?

Linear molecules orient along the atomic grooves between
adjacent PTFE chains. We demonstrated previously through an MD
simulation that the atomic grooves align some linear molecules
including 1 (Figure 1) by trapping them along the grooves.11

The direction of linear molecules should be thus oriented in their
early nuclei on which the growth further takes place somewhat
epitaxially. Such grooves are shown in Figures 1a1c. However,
it has been an open question whether the strong negative charge
of F also contributes to trapping on the grooves or not. We report
herein such a contribution for the first time.

If this atomic groove effect is correct, another typical linear
molecule such as 2 (Figure 1) will also exhibit an extreme uniaxial

Figure 1. Models for MD simulations for a linear molecule 1 or 2:
a) normal model showing the atomic grooves due to the helix of each
C32F66 chain and trapped 2 along one of the grooves; b) intensional
model without a helix does not show the grooves; c) zoomed-in side
view (through x-axis) for the normal model with a trapped benzene
molecule as a schematic representation for a phenylene moiety in the
linear molecule.
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orientation on aligned PTFE layers; the ethyne moiety does not
bend, but the azo moiety does bend slightly.

Molecules of 2 oriented along the PTFE chains. Polarized IR
absorption spectra revealed that 2 molecules are highly oriented
in their deposited film with their long axes parallel to the PTFE
chains: experimental procedures are shown in Supporting Infor-
mation (SI). They exhibited strong polarization dependence;
typical spectra are shown in Figure 2. The peaks at 2200 and
1530 cm¹1 are attributed to ethynes and p-phenylenes, respectively.
The latter is also parallel to the axis; some local aromatic CC
vibrations along the molecular long axis should couple to form
the p-phenylene vibration parallel to the axis. The absorption
was maximized with the light polarization exactly parallel to the
rubbing direction for PTFE alignment, thereby showing the
average direction of the long axes to be parallel to the PTFE chains.

The orientational order of molecules can be estimated from
the polarization dependence at an absorption peak: the dichroic
ratio, D, of the films should be

D ¼ A1=A2 ð1Þ

where A1 and A2 are the absorbances at a peak with the light
polarization parallel and perpendicular to the PTFE chain direction
aligned, respectively. The orientational order, Sex, of the molecules
can be estimated as

Sex ¼ ðD$ 1Þ=ðDþ 2Þ ð2Þ

therefore reaching 0.95 for 2 from D of 55 at 1530 cm¹1.
Figures 3a and 3b (see ¡ = 1) show two Sex values, this one and
that for 1 in a previous study.5

Molecular mechanics (MM) and MD simulations were done
with a Discover program (Accerlys Inc.) using a pcff potential
parameter set: its charge values are shown in SI (Table S1). First,
the conformation of a C32F66 molecule was stabilized by the MM
calculation, resulting in a helical structure of nearly 60/29. Eight
stabilized C32F66 molecules were arranged parallel to one direction
(x-axis) on a plane (xy-plane) with an interchain distance of
0.54 nm between each adjacent molecule, forming a rectangular
plane as shown in Figure 1a. The local CCC plane from the 30th
to the 32th carbon atom of each chain is normal to xy-plane. The
distance used approximates the values (from 0.52 to 0.57 nm) that
were reported for the IVor II phase of the PTFE crystal by AFM30

or X-ray diffraction. A linear molecule (1 or 2) was then placed

at the center of the plane. Five initial cases were evaluated: a
molecular direction, which is defined as the line between the two
atoms designated by the black closed circles in the scheme (1 or 2)
in Figure 1, adopted 0, π/8, π/4, 3π/8, or π/2 rad to x-axis and an
averaged phenyl ring plane is parallel to the xy-plane with a z-
height of 0.58 nm as shown in Figure 1a for the 0 rad case. In
addition, another PTFE model was used without the first MM
minimization, thereby being an unwound artificial conformer
(zigzag, 2/1 helix) of C32F66. The dihedral plane of CCC was
fixed vertically to the PTFE plane, thus not demonstrating
significant atomic grooves as shown in Figure 1b. In some cases,
the atomic charge of PTFE was modified as shown later.

MD calculations were carried out for each molecule at 300K
(Andersen thermostat) for 2000 ps at a time step of 1 fs with no
boundary condition at the edge of the PTFE plane, and the data
were recorded every 1 ps. The initial velocity of each atom was
given by random number generation for each run except for
the carbons of PTFE. The carbon atoms of PTFE were fixed
throughout the calculations to maintain the surface. The molecules
stayed on the PTFE plane from beginning to end; they did not fly
away or move to the backside of the plane. When calculating any
©Uª values, we excluded the shots where any (x, y) values of the
atoms of the linear molecule deviated from the projected plane of
all PTFE atoms.

The procedures ofMD simulations are shown in the SI and the
simulated orientational order Sth was calculated: the instant orien-
tational order, Sin, in the model is defined for each recorded step as

Sin ¼ 1=2ð3 cos2 ª $ 1Þ ð3Þ

where ª is the angle between the PTFE chain direction (x-axis) and
the molecular direction. The orientational order, Sth, can then be
estimated as the average of Sin for the last quarter (15002000 ps)
of five calculations with the different initial directions of each
molecule.

Sth ¼ 1=2h3 cos2 ª $ 1i ð4Þ

MD simulations demonstrated that the atomic grooves with
their fluorine negative charge account for the extreme orientation
of linear molecules. Typical Sin values are shown in Figure 4 for 2,
and Sth values are plotted in Figure 3. Only the normal model with
the grooves and charge gave realistic high Sth values around 0.9

Figure 2. Polarized IR absorption spectra of the oriented film of 2:
a) light polarization is parallel to the aligned PTFE chains; b) light
polarization is perpendicular to them.

Figure 3. The dependence of Sex on ¡: a) molecule 2 on the helix
model and its Sex; b) molecule 1 on the helix model and its Sex;
c) molecule 2 on the no helix model; d) molecule 1 on the no helix
model.
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